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PnBsBNr Srarus or.TrrE Pnonr-nu oF CHoosrNG
MonpnorocrcAl ELEMENTS

The problem of choosing morphological crystallographic elements
reaches full generality in the triclinic system, in which the mutual inter-
sections of any three non-tautozonal crystal planes may be taken as axes
of reference with the intercepts of any crystal plane cutting all the axes
to define the parameters. If the indices of the observed planes are to be
small numbers only a moderate number of morphological lattices come
under consideration; but since a triclinic lattice may be defined by any
one of numerous cells, and any triclinic cell can be oriented in twenty-
four different ways, the number of sets of geometrical elements that can
be chosen for any one triclinic species is still very considerable.

fs there a single solution to the problem of choosing triclinic elements
in a given case, a solution which can iustly be claimed as the correct one?
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The question is of fundamental theoretical interest; and anyone who has

attempted to correlate the crystallographic work on a much studied

triclinic species will appreciate its practical importance.
Many serious studies have been directed toward finding the "correct"

elements from purely morphological data. The more important princi-

ples that have been used are the following: the Principle of Simplest

Cleavages,l which claims a closed cleavage form as the true primitive
form, and cleavage planes in general as fundamental (simplest) Iattice
planes; the Principle of Simplest Indices,2 according to which the proper

elements are those resulting in the simplest face-symbols; the Law of

Bravais,s by which elements are properly chosen when the relative im-

portance of the observed crystal planes corresponds'best with their
respective reticular densities in the inferred Bravais lattice; the Law of

Complicationa and other number rules,s by which the principal crystal
planes are determined and indexed so that the symbol series in the main

zones approach most closely the particular number series believed to
represent normal zonal development; the Principle of Highest Pseudo-
Symmetry,6 by which elements are chosen to exhibit the highest appar-
ent or presumed pseudo-symmetry I and the Principle of Homeomorphism
or morphological analogy,T according to which elements are chosen so as

to bring out geometrical similarities between species believed to be more

or less closely related.
None of these procedures has brought a satisfying general solution of

I This principle originated in Haiiy's conception of crystal structure. It is also accor-

dant with the Law of Bravais, since cleavage planes are commonly lattice planes with the

greatest spacings and, therefore, the highest reticular densities.
2 This is the most widely used criterion; it has been particularly emphasized in recent

years by Ungemach (1923) and Barker (1930).
3 Logically developed and applied to a large number of species by Friedel (1904).
a Developed by Victor Goldschmidt (1897) and applied by him and many of his pupils

to numerous species. The law is connected with Goldschmidt's theory of the development

of crystal faces normal to principal crystal forces and their resultants, believed to reside

in the crystal particle. In efiect, the Law of Complication is an expression of the Law of

Bravais in the special case a sirnple cubic lattice.
5 Other numberrules are the "Zielreihen" of Haag (1913) and the "S6ries" of Ungemach

(1e3s).
6 Fundamental in the ideas of Fedorov and Barker, much used by Schrauf and Tscher-

mak, and generally more or less recognized. Closely related to the Principle of Highest

Pseudo-Symmetry is what may be called the Principle of Simplest Twinning Planes of

Wallerant (1899); the Principle of Least Anorthism, which dernands sub-rectangular axes

in preference to axes more inclined; and the Sub-Cubic Rule, by which one chooses a para-

metral plane that slopes like the cubic octahedron in preference to one which is inclined

much more or much less steeply to the vertical axis.
7 Successfully used by the systematists, Dana and Hintze, but sometimes carried to

extremes by Groth and others.
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the problem of selecting crystallographic elements; and the reason is
that the principles on which they depend are not laws but hypothetical
principles based on empirical generalizations which are only more or less
true. Proceeding deductively from an adopted principle, such as the
Principle of Simplest fndices or the Law of Bravais, a unique solution
can always be reached, albeit indirectly and laboriously; but when the
unique solutions from different postulates sometimes agree and some-
times differ, and the result of rigorous rl-ray analysis gives still another
solution which is entirely acceptable, it becomes increasingly clear that
none of the morphological principles at present in use leads consistently
to geometrical elements which can fairly be claimed as correct.

Since the analysis of crystal structures by means of r-rays has pro-
vided the means of directly determining the unique physical lattice, and
{.his lattice always proves to be either geometrically similar to the well-
chosen morphological lattice, or simply related to it, and in most cases
eminently suitable for morphological purposes, it appears that morpho-
logical crystallographers have, in effect, been striving to find the physical
lattice, with more or less success but never with certainty. It is not sur-
prising that the empirical principles have proved uncertainl it is rather
a matter of wonder that morphologists have in so many cases been led
to adopt the lattice which has subsequently proved to be geometrically
similar to the translation lattice of the crystal structure.

At this stage in the development of crystallography two courses are
open: either we decide that r-ray analysis is bringing the solution of a
problem which cannot be solved satisfactorily from morphological data;
or, realizing that the physical lattipes of only a small proportion of the
known crystallized substances have been determined, we may approach
the problem afresh by studying the relations of crystal forms to known
structural lattices, thus learning to recognize these relations and to infer
the structural lattice in other cases by choosing elements which most
nearly result in similar relations. In this way the old problem of choosing
geometrical elements is redefined as the problem of f.nding the geometri-
cal equivalent of the structural lattice from the external geometry oI the
crystal; and instead of speaking of t'correct elements,,, a vague phrase
which has hitherto meant "elements which agree best with a preferred
hypothetical principle," we shall consider ,'normal elements,', meaning
thereby unique geometrical elements which correspond to a cell of the
structural lattice, selected and oriented according to widely accepted
conventions. The "normal setting" is thus the setting which gives normal
elements. These terms will be more sharply defined later, when the con-
ventions involved have been severally stated.

The suggested course offers considerable promise of success in all but
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two situations. If the crystals have very few forms, or if they are very
imperfectly developed, it may be impossible to discern the structural
lattice or indeed any crystallographic lattice whatever. Again, if the
crystal forms show the influence of two or more related lattices it may not
be possible to select the structural lattice; but in such cases, which may
properly be regarded as exceptions requiring special study, there may
also be valid reasons for departing from the structural lattice for mor-
phological description.8 Experience with a fair number of crystallized
minerals in the triclinic, monoclinic and orthorhombic systems indicates
that, with proper criteria, it will be possible in most cases except those
mentioned above, to discern the structural lattice, usually by simple
inspection of the gnomonic projection of the known forms.

Before attempting to formulate the criteria which promise to solve the
old problem of choosing crystallographic elements, it will be necessary
to examine a sufficient number of special cases. In the present paper one
example is studied with due consideration of the many variables which
must be taken into account in the general case of the triclinic system.
The course of such an examination having been established, other cases
can be rapidly treated; and eventually, if the investigation is successful,
it will be possible to formulate a simple general procedure for selecting
normal elements from morphological data.

Counsp oF TIrE PnBsBNr Srupv

As an example of the most general case, axinite has been chosen,
since it is tticlinic, notably oblique and somewhat variable in habit, and
free from obvious pseudo-symmetry and twinning which might prej-
udice the choice of morphological elements. Axinite appears the more
suitable for the present purpose since it has been oriented in many dif-
ferent ways according to the particular principles preferred by the several
responsible authors. Furthermore, the only published determination of
the structural lattice gives yet another setting. But this determination is
manifestly faulty; and therefore, apart from the theoretical problem in
hand, a redetermination is desirable.

A well-developed crystal of axinite was sketched, measured on the
two-circle goniometer and projected in gnomonic projection. Using cri-
teria which in previously studied cases had led to the structural lattice,
and a few well-known and generally accepted conventions governing

the choice and setting of the representative lattice cell, unique geometri-

cal elements were obtained by inspection and direct measurement of the
gnomonic projection. These elements, which fulfil all the reasonable re-

s See Ungemach (1935, p. 198) on calcite and other cases of multiple periods.
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quirements of a good morphological setting, were found to differ in some
respect from all those previously proposed.

The same crystal was then used for a rigorous determination of the
structure lattice with the Weissenberg r-ray goniometer, by means of
which the necessary six lattice elements were found directly, without
reliance on the known geometry. Employing the above-used conventions
to select and orient the representative cell in the determined structural
lattice, unique absolute elements were obtained. These elements, which
difier from the published structural elements, were found to be propor-
tional to the elements determined from the external geometry within
narrow limits of experimental error. This agreement showed that in the
chosen example of the most general case it was possible to infer the pro-
portional elements of the structure lattice from the relations of the ex-
ternal crystal planes, and that, therefore, the provisional criteria used
for this purpose were so far adequate.

From the determined structural elements and the known composition
and specific gravity of axinite the atomic content of the unit cell was
obtained. Using the same crystal, a redetermination of the optical orien-
tation in relation to the new setting was also made. Recognizing the pro-
priety of the new setting, Professor Charles Palache contributed a de-
finitive presentation of the crystallography of axinite, one which will, it
is believed, commend itself to those who look forward to a closer correla-
tion of the results of morphological and structural investigations.

Finally, the existing orientations of axinite are reviewed and related
to the new orientation by the appropriate transformation determinants.
This correlation has practical value; and the review is of interest in af-
fording a brief history of the development of ideas on the choice of
geometrical elements.

Snvnnar SrBrs rN CnoosrNc Nonuar, Tnrcr-rxrc ErpunNrs

The problem of choosing crystallographic elements, morphologically
or rcintgenographically, resolves into three parts: (1) determination of
the specific lattice; (2) choice of the representative lattice cell; (3) choice
of orientation of the representative lattice cell. Thus resolved, the full
problem with its many variables is easily envisaged.

Determination of the Specif,c Latti,ce. By specific lattice we mean the
system of lattice points established by successive identity points in
the crystal structure. The specific direct lattice is completely defined by
any three non-coplanar identity periods in the structure of the crystal,
together with the three angles made by the respective lattice rows. Simi-
larly, the specific reciprocal lattice is defined by the reciprocals of the
spacings of any three sets of non-tautozonal planes in the direct lattice,
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together with the three angles made by the respective normals to the

three sets of lattice planes. Both in morphological and structural prac-

tice it is convenient to work with the reciprocal Iattice and derive the

direct lattice by calculation.
The specific reciprocal lattice is determined directly by *-tay analysis;

the morphological problem centers on finding the geometrically similar
lattice from the relations of the observed crystal planes. The problem is
solved if we can recognize the points of the first layer of the reciprocal

lattice in the gnomonic projection of the known forms. This, I believe,

can usually be done; but since we are proceeding inductively, it will be

better to defer the necessary argument and details until later.
Choice of the Representatiae Lattice Cell. Ofi. of the unlimited number

of lattice cells which may be used to define a given space lattice, struc-

tural crystallographers have agreed to use the smallest cell with the
highest symmetry of the lattice. This entirely natural and proper con-
vention should be equally binding in morphological crystallography. In

the triclinic system every simple cell has the full symmetry of the lattice;
and since all simple cells have the same volume, the t'smallest cell" is

understood to mean the cell whose edge-lengths are the three shortest

non-coplanar lattice periods, and whose axial planes are, consequently,

the three non-tautozonal lattice planes with the greatest spacings. Usu-
ally this unique cell can be found immediately by inspecting a construc-
tion of the direct or reciprocal lattice; its correctness can always be

tested by showing that all the ten diagonals of the directlattice cell are
longer than its edges, or that all the ten diagonal planes have smaller

spacings than the axial planes.
In the gnomonic projection in which the first layer reciprocal lattice

points have been distinguished and missing points in the central region
restored, the desired lattice cell is simply obtained by finding the three

non-tautozonal first-Iayer points which are nearest the center of the pro-
jection. Take the point nearest center as an axial plane, provisionally
(001); name the others provisionally (011), (101). The remaining axial
planes (010), (100), and all the indices are thus provisionally determined,
and the chosen cell is the cell whose axial planes have the three greatest

non-tautozonal spacings in the direct lattice since the respective recipro-

cal lattice points are the three non-tautozonal points nearest the ori-

gin.
Orientati,on of the Representati.oe Lattice Cell. To the structural crystal-

lographer any one orientation of a determined triclinic lattice cell will
serye as well as any other. The morphological crystallographer, on the

other hand, is much concerned with the orientation of a crystal with

respect to fixed space directionsl and in this matter it is desirable that
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the structural worker consider the simple and reasonable requirements of
good conventional morphological orientation.

As, already stated, there are twenty-four possible orientations of a
given triclinic cell. This number is readily verified: with either end of
any of the three axes directed vertically upward (six possibilities) either
end of either of the two remaining axes may be directed toward the ob-
server in thevertical fore-and-aft plane (four possibilities), giving twenty-
four orientations in all. If we agree to use right-handed axial systems,
now in universal use, the twenty-four orientations give a like number of
sets of unlike elements; if we admit left-handed axial systems, the possi-
ble number of sets of unlike elements which may be used to describe a
triclinic lattice cell is raised to forty-eight.

Excluding left-handed axial systems, a unique good conventional mor-
phological orientation of a triclinic lattice cell is reached in three steps:
1. Select the appropriate vertical axis without fixing its sense; when this
has been done eight settings are possible, four with one end of the vertical
axis directed upward, and four in the inverted position. 2. Let the base
slope to the front and the right (4661 between 0o and 90"; a and B both
obtuse), a condition which admits two of the eight available settings.
3. Of these two positions take the one in which the athwart axis D[010]
is longer than the fore-and-aft axis o[100]. These rules express generally
accepted conventions of long standing, conventions designed to place a
triclinic crystal in a favorable position as seen from the usual viewpoint,
in which the eye is raised about 10o above the crystal centre and moved
about 20o to the right of the vertical plane containing the fore-and-aft
axis.

The judicious selection of the vertical axis is of prime importance; and
if this axis is properly chosen at the very outset of a morphological or
rdntgenographic study the final desired orientation is quickly reached.
The vertical axis is properly selected from a consideration of the normal
crystal habit. If a crystal species is habitually acicular or columnar, the
axis of the acicular or columnar zone is almost certainly an edge of the
properly chosen lattice cell; and most morphologists will set this axis
vertical for the sake of appearance alone. But aside from the matter of
appearance, it is highly desirable for practical reasons that the axis of
habitual morphological elongation be taken as the vertical axis, since this
axis is the most convenient, sometimes the only practical axis of adjust-
ment on the Goldschmidt reflecting goniometer and the Weissenberg
r-ray goniometer, instruments which have a great advantage in giving
complete lattice determinations with one crystal adjustment.

rn the case of crystals which are habitually elongated and tabular to a
plane in the elongated zone, morphologists are less consistent in setting
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the edge of the elongated zone vertical. But here the practical considera-

tion mentioned above is equally valid and it is equally desirable that the

edge of an elongated table be set upright.e

crystals which are tabular without pronounced elongation are likely

to have pseudo-dimetric lattices, clino-quadratic or clino-hexagonal, to

use Schrauf's appropriate terms. Such lattices are properly set with the

axis of dimetric pseudo-symmetry vertical, the plane of tabular develop-

ment thus becoming the base.
Finally there is the possible but, in the triclinic system, infrequent

case of habitual equant development, without consistent flattening or

elongation. In such cases a study of all the available drawings of crystals

for another worker to depart from this choice on the basis of one or two

crystals which showed fortuitous departure from equant habit'

Once the vertical axis has been determined the only difficulty attending

and therefore the corresponding reciprocal lattice periods are in the con-

verse relation, the desired orientation has been found. If not, the pro-

jection is inverted. and viewed through the paper, and again turned

ings.
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about the vertical axis until the pole of the base lies in the first quadrant:
then the macrodiagonal and brachydiagonal are necessarily in their prop-
er relation and the required orientation has been attained. The macro-
brachy rule, borrowed from the orthorhombic system, originates in the
fact than an orthorhombic prism presents a more favorable aspect when
viewed in the general direction of the shorter diagonal.

Morphological elongation commonly takes place along the shortest
lattice period, while habitual flattening, often associated. with cleavage,
usually follows the greatest lattice spacing, therefore transversely to the
longest lattice period. consequently the conventional orientation of

Although the above rules are severally well recognized, they have not
often been applied together to determine the desirable unique orienta-
tion of a triclinic lattice cell. one reason for this is probably the fact that
although the rules are singly designed to place a crystal in a favorable
position, some triclinic crystals of unusual or even typical habit may seem
to present a better appearance in some other position. since a good
unique orientation is the main object, it is better in such cases not to de-
part from the conventional orientation but to shift the viewpoint, as is
commonly done in the case of monoclinic crystals tabular to the plane
of symmetry.

of a triclinic cell the recommendations given are in general agreement
with those made by Donnay and M6lon (1933, p. 241) andbo.r.ruy,
Tunell & Barth (1934, p.445).

Having discussed the considerations which govern the reasoned choice
of unique triclinic elements, we may proceed rapidly to their application
to the chosen case of axinite.
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DerBnutxerroN or Nonuar, ErpuBnrs rnou
rnp ExrpnN.qr, Gnoutrnv

All the observations in this paper were made on a single well-developed

crystal of axinite detached from a specimen from near Easton, Pennsyl-

vania, probably the same locality as "near Bethlehem, Pennsylvania,"

which yielded the axinite described by Frazier (1882). The crystal is

1.3 mm. in greatest dimension, and has a light-clove color; it is bounded

by twenty-one faces, all but two of which give good reflections' One zone

stands out prominently as the main zone,by virtue of the size and num-

ber of its faces; the axis of this zone was therefore taken provisionally as

the vertical axis on the assumption, later proved, that it is an edge of

the smallest cell of the structure lattice. The crystal was sketched' meas-

ured on the two-circle goniometer, and projected gnomonically on a

radius of 10 cms. The plan of the crystal on the plane normal to the axis

of the main zone and the corresponding projection are shown in figure 2;

an inclined view of the crystal, with the lower termination symmetrically

restored, is given in figure 4.
Elements believed to correspond to the normal setting of axinite were

obtained from the gnomonic projection by means of the following con-

siderations. If it is true that planes with simple indices in the proper

lattice are more probable as crystal faces than planes with complex

indices, then we will expect the reciprocal lattice representation of the

forms of a triclinic crystal to be a system of points which can be referred

to properly chosen reciprocal lattice axes P 0 i? by co-otdinates h h I

which are simple multiples, 0, l, 2 . . . , of properly chosen reciprocal

lattice parameters, Po go ro. The degree of complication of the numbers

h k t' will be determined by the complexity of the face development and

by the relative lengths of the reciprocal lattice parameters; and the like-

lihood of occurrence of the numbers will be roughly proportional to their

simplicity. Thus on the zero-layer of the reciprocal lattice lh k Ol-we

shai  expect  the points (100) ,  (100) ,  (010) ,  (010) ,  then (110) ,  (110) ,  (110) ,

(110), then symbols containing 2, 3 . . . , in order of decreasing probabil-

ity, according to the already mentioned limitations. On the first layer of

the rec iprocal  la t t ice lh  k  l l  we expect  (001) ,  (011) ,  (011) ,  (101) ,  (T01),

then symbols containing 2,3 . .. . On the second layer of the reciprocal

lattice lh k 2:l, all points are already less probable since the third index

is always 2; the points to be expected are those with the smallest indices,

namely (012), (Ol2), (102), (I02), etc. The third and higher reciprocal

lattice layers will be still more weakly occupied.

Now the gnomonic projection is a two-dimensional representation of

the reciprocal lattice. The direction lines to the vertical faces are parallel
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to lines joining the origin of the reciprocal lattice (000) to the correspond-
ingreciprocal lattice points on thezero-layer. Let the planeof the gnomon-
ic projection be the first layer of the reciprocal lattice; then the points
in .the plane of the gnomonic projection are either first-layer points
(h k l) in their true position in the reciprocal lattice, or projections of
higher layer points (h k n), as given by the points of intersection of the
plane of the gnomonic projection with lines joining the origin (000) to
the corresponding reciprocal lattice points in the higher layers.

As already stated our problem is solved if we can distinguish the first-
layer points from those on higher layers. The foregoing considerations
lead us to expect the first layer will be occupied at all its points up to
limits determined by the complexity of the face-development and the
relative lengths of the lattice parameters. The first-layer points should
therefore form a plane lattice in which the distances of the points in any
row make an arithmetic series when measured from any point in that
row. All points not at the nodes of this plane lattice are necessarily pro-
jections of reciprocal lattice points on higher layers, a point lying midway
between two first-layer points representing a point on the second layer,
a point lying one third of the way between two first-layer points repre-
senting a thirdJayer point, and so forth. Experience shows that there
may be erratic omissions of reciprocal lattice points within the region of
probability, and these constitute frequent and serious exceptions to the
Law of Bravais; but we do not find systematic omissions in a simple
triclinic lattice.

Since we have reason to believe that the first layer will be more fully
represented by face-points than any higher layer, the first-layer points
will be those points which fall on the plane lattice accommodatins most
of the points on the gnomonic projection without systematic omiisions.
Inspection of figure 2 shows that there is only one plane lattice that meets
th i s requ i remen t ,  name ly tha twh ichhas  thepo in t s  c r  eaynV  ns  as
nodal points. Only two terminal planes remain, a d, obviously second
layer points. Any other choice of first layer lattice points results in sys-
tematic omissions which are inadmissible.

The first-layer points being fixed, the reciprocal lattice is fixed, and
it only remains to select the cell whose axial planes are the three non-
tautozonal planes with the greatest spacings, and set it in the conven-
tional position. Taking the first-layer point which is nearest the centre of
the projection, namely c, as an axial plane, provisionally (001), the next
nearest, r, provisionally as (011), and the next nearest, a, provisionally
as (101), the desired lattice cell is completely defined; a, b, n, receive
the symbols (100), (010), (111), respectively, and all the remaining
points are immediately indexed by inspection.
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The chosen vertical axis proves to be the axis of the zone which is
habitually the main zone of axinite and the one which has been chosen
as the vertical zone by most previous workers. The base c(001) slopes to
the front and to the right (d:89'55', calc.) and the reciprocal lattice
period co (ps':1.303) is greater than the period cr (q()t:0.999), and
consequently the direct period b[010] is greater than the direct period
a[100], as required by the macro-brachy rule. The direct lattice cell is
thus oriented in the one position out of twenty-four which satisfies the
stated conventions; and the problem of finding normal elements for the
given triclinic crystal appears to be solved, in less time than it takes to
describe the procedure.

At this juncture it will be well to emphasize an important difference
between the mode of discussion developed here and any procedure that
accepts the Law of Bravais as strictly true. On the crystal used the faces
c(001), a(100), and o'(100) are small and they are habitually among the
weaker planes of axinite. On a smaller crystal these planes might well
have been absent; and anyone believing that axial planes, whose reticu-
lar densities are among the highest in any lattice are necessarily impor-
tant crystal planes, would be forced to take planes other than c and o as
axial planes. This is probably the reason why the French orientations
take the large steep plane r as the base, giving highly oblique lattices.
With the present mode of discussion the fi.nal result would have been
the same even if c and a were entirely absent; the remaining points are
more than sufficient to establish the reciprocal lattice with complete
certainty.

With the chosen elements the faces on the crystal are, on the zero
Iayer: D(010), D'(0T0), a(100), a,(100), m(lt}),m,(TTo), M(ll0), M'(Tt}),
l (120) , f  620) ;  f i rs t  layer :  r (011) ,  e(OI t ) ,  ?(101),1(TOt) ,  n( I l t ) ,  Y(nD,
r(Il l), s(l2l); on the second Iayer: z(012), D(l12).

By direct measurement on the gnomonic projection the normal pro-
jection elements of the axinite crystal were read off as follows:

p n' : 1.303, qs' : 0.999 ; ro' : 0.743, 16' : 0.000; v : 102" 35' .

By simple calculation these elements give the following polar elements,
which are the geometrical elements of the chosen reciprocal lattice cell:

pot  qotro:1.290:0.989:  1 ;  ) , :  90o00/ ,  F:82o07' ,  v :  I02"35' ,

D B rB nurNa rlii;irT 
::#i"',i"#E 

N r s FR oM

A precise determination of the structure lattice of axinite was made
in the x-ray laboratory of the Geophysical Laboratory in Washington,
with the instructive assistance of Dr. Barth. Dr. Tunell and Mr. Ksanda.

599
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The instrument that was used is a Weissenberg *-ray goniometer built
in the Fysisk fnstitutt oI Norges Tekniske Hliskole at Trondheim,
Norway, and improved by Tunell and Ksanda.lo The effective radius of
the camera is 35.0 mm., and the translation of the film carriage corre-
sponding to 180o of rotation is 111.5 mm. The fi lms were discussed by
preparing two-fold enlargements with a precision pantograph made by
Ksanda (1931), and projecting a sufficient number of reciprocal lattice
layers by the construction of Schneider (1928), care being taken to plot
lengths and angles in the proper sense. With these provisions, reciprocal
lattice projections from Weissenberg photographs about a given axis
are comparable with the corresponding gnomonic projection of the ex-
ternal planes, both in position with respect to the axis and meridian of
reference, and in aspect; and the six absolute elements of the triclinic
lattice are obtained by r-ray measurements alone, without reliance on
the known external geometry of the crystal.

The photographs were made with Cu-K radiation which gave three to
five layer-lines about the equator in rotation photographs and seven to
eleven orders of difiractions from the more widely-spaced lattice planes
on the Weissenberg photographs. The final values of the spacings of the
axial planes were obtained by applying a small correction to allow for
the crystal thickness, and placing most reliance on the higher order spots
in which the ar and az diffractions were clearly resolved and the effect of
crystal thickness is at a minimum. Reciprocal axial angles were obtained
by measuring the distances between rows of difiraction spots represent-
ing successive orders of difiraction from the axial planes, using a light
box provided with a long glass cursor riding on a scale reading to a tenth
of a millimeter by means of a vernier.

A rigorous although not highly accurate determination of a triclinic
lattice is obtained from a rotation photograph about any zone edge and
a first-layer Weissenberg photograph about the same axis. Better values
are obtained if a zero-Iayer Weissenberg photograph is also made about
the axis of referencel and with care this method gives excellent values,

10 The improvements are the adaptation of the instrument to the equi-inclination
method of Buerger (1934); and the addition of a graduated circle and two graduated arcs
on the goniometer head, whereby a precision transfer of the head can be made from the
r-ray goniometer to the Goldschmidt two-circle reflection goniometer suitably modified to
receive the head in a precision bearing. Both the r-ray goniometer and the Goldschmidt
reflection goniometer were fitted with verniers for reading the position of the head about
its own axis on the new small circle permanently attached to the head. This circle lies in a
plane perpendicular to the axis of the head. These additions permit a precision correlation
of the external faces of a crystal with its structural (difiraction) planes, by the use of a
direct beam spot made on each film when the external faces of the crystal are oriented in a
defined manner. The method of carrying out this correlation between form and structure
rvas worked out by Tunell and Ksanda and has been applied by them in their investiga-
tions of calaverite and krennerite" (pers.onal, cotnrnunicationJrom Dr. George Tuneltr).
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as shown by the lattice determination of chalcanthite by Barth and
Tunell (1933). But even with this method two of the lattice constants,
namely the two reciprocal axial angles not included by planes in the zone
of reference, are not very sharply defined since they are measured by
the small horizontal shear of the first layer of the reciprocal lattice with
respect to the zero-layer. The greatest accuracy is obtained by making
additional zero-layer Weissenberg photographs about two further lattice
rowsl and subsequent calculations are greatly simplified if the three
chosen axes of rotation are also the three non-coplanar lattice rows with
the shortest periods. In this way each of the three reciprocal axial angles
can be accurately measured on a zero-layer photograph, and three pairs
of accurate values are obtained for the spacings of the axial planes. The
Iess accurate values of the principal lattice periods obtained from rota-
tion photographs about the three axes can then be neglected" This was
done in the case of axinite with little dificulty, since the axis of the
main zone of the crystal proved to correspond to one of the three shortest
lattice periods, and both the remaining principal lattice rows were easily
recognized as zone-edges on the crystal.

From the rotation photograph and the zero- and first-layer photo-
graphs about the axis of the main zone [001] the following values were
obtained as the preliminary reciprocal elements of the simple transla-
tion cell with the shortest edges. Below are given for comparison the
normal reciprocal elements previously obtained from the external geome-
try of the measured crystal.

a*:0.2225, b*:0.1714, c*:0.1733; a*:90.00,, 0*:80o&[,, f:1O2o33,
a* :b* :  c* :  1.284 : 0. 988 : I  ;
po :  Qo i rs :  1 .290:0 .989 :  1  ; I :90  00  ,  p :92  07  ,  v :102 35

Except for the difierence of 2o between the angles 0* and p, an insensi-
tive angle when measured by reciprocal lattice shear, the agreement is
good, and we have satisfying proof that the morphological discussion
Ied to the smallest cell of the structure lattice. This result is gratifying,
not on account of any difficulty in the morphological determination, but
rather on account of the ease with which it was made, there being appar-
ently no reasonable alternative to the adopted choice of elements.

The lattice constants obtained from rotation and Weissenberg photo-
graphs about the principal lattice axes &re as follows:

Axis of From rotation
rotation photographs drro

From Weissenberg photographs
doto doot

[100 ]
[010 ]
[001]

ao:7  . l  A
b o : 9 . 1
c o : 9 . 0

S.95 A 8.84 A ax:  89o55'
6.91 A 8.85 A*:  82 o4
6 .91 8 .97 t* :102 33

Adopted mean spacings: 6.e1  A 8.96 A 8.84s A
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The Weissenberg values give the following final structural lattice ele-
ments for axinite, with which are given for comparison Palache's geomet-
rical elements subsequently deduced from numerous old and new meas-
urements referred to the normal setting:

ao:T.151 i t ,  bo:9.184 A,  co:8.935 A;  a:91"52' ,  B:9S"09' ,  t :77" I9 '
ao"b|i co:o .77 87 :l:0 .9729; (Peacock)

a ib ie:0.7789i1:0.9763;  a:91 51i  B:98 04 t  t :77 14
(Palache)

The excellent agreement confirms the belief of Barth and Tunell
(1933) that careful r-ray goniometer measurements yield lattice elements
comparable in accuracy with those obtained with the reflecting goniom-
eter. With the additional Weissenberg photographs about two more
axes the r-ray elements seem to be better than those obtained from the
external planes of a single good crystal

The volume of the unit cell is Zo:566.8 cub. A; the molecular weight
of the established formula of axinite, ffBAlsCaa(Mn, Fe)SiaO16, is 569.5,
assuming that Mn and Fe are present in equal atomic proportions. With
two formula weights in the unit cell we obtain a calculated density which
lies near the upper end of the range of measured densities, as shown by
comparison with the values taken from Dana (1892):

Density of axinite
3.271 Haidinger
3 .294 Rammelsberg
3.299 Genth
3.306 Genth
3.316 Peacock (from r-ray measurements)
3.358 Genth

The unit cell of axinite therefore contains HzBzAlaCaa (Mn, Fe)2Si6O3z,
in which either Mn or Fe may preponderate and small proportions of
Mg and other metals may enter.

RBr,arrox ol rHE NBw Larrrcp ElBunNrs ro rHosE or'
Gossunn AND RETcHEL

Gossner and Reichel (1932) made a determination of the structural
lattice of axinite on a crystal from Bourg d'Oisans, combining measure-
ments on a reflecting goniometer to determine an axial ratio, with *-ray
measurements of the identity periods in a number of lattice rows whose
angular relations were known from the external geometry. To show that
their cell edges are the three shortest indentity periods in the lattice the
authors list five further measured and calculated periods all of which
are greater than their axial periods. The cell elements of Gossner and
Reichel are related to ours as follows:
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Gossner & Reichel

a:Tlro}l:r2.87 A
b:? t0101:  7 .1s  A
c : ? [ 0 0 1 ] :  8 . 9 1 4

ct: [010]: l00ll: 92"26r
p: [001]: [100]: 95 26

" :  
[100] :  [010] :135 35

Peacock

T IIIOI: 12.8r9 A (calc.)
rF00l :  7 .151 A: ,ao
r t001l :  8 .e35 A:co

F00l: [001 ]: 81"51':180'-0
[001]: [110]: 95 52] (calc.)
[110]: [T00]: t35 39* (calc.)

Two of Gossner and Reichel's axial periods, b, c, are thus the shortest
and second shortest periods in the axinite lattice while their third axial
period, @, is the longer diagonal of our basal plane, as shown by the dotted
cell in figure 3, and is the sixth shortest period in the lattice. It is difficult
to understand this error since the roughest construction of Gossner and
Reichel's lattice, which is essentially the same as ours as far as the lattice
points are concerned,shows at once which are the shortest lattice periods.
Gossner and Reichel also obtain a cell content with two formula weights
which they write as follows: 2 [(SiO4)4AlrB Ca2MgH] ; but this formula
is not acceptable since it admits Mg as an essential constituent, whereas
it is only an accessory, and neglects Mn and Fe which are always present
in important amounts.

DnrnnurN.a,TroN oF TrrE OprrcAl Er,punwrs

In view of the many existing crystallographic orientations of axinite,
the possibility of real variations in the optical orientations in different
axinites, and the chances of error in the published optical orientations,
it seemed better to redetermine the optical orientation with reference to
the new crystal setting rather than to transform an existing orientation.
This was done on the Fedorov stage using the same crystal that was used
for morphological and rcintgenographic study. The orientation of the
crystal was found by the satisfactory method of bringing a sufficient
number of recognized crystal faces into the vertical fore-and-aft plane
of the microscope and plotting the circle readings on the stereographic
net. After bringing the three mutually rectangular planes of continuous
extinction likewise into the vertical fore-and-aft plane of the microscope,
plotting their poles, X,Y,Z,and determining the positions of the optic
axes, the combined projection was turned into the adopted position
giving the relations shown in figure 5. The diagram shows that the opti-
cal ellipsoid is strongly tilted in all directions to the crystallog.raphic
axes, with X, the acute bisectrix of the large optic axial anglei, nearly
normal to the crystal plane r.(lll), as stated in the handbooks.

The optical orientation and the remaining measured optical elements
are given in the following table, in which the two-circle angles of the
principal ellipsoid axes, X, Y, Z, reler to the vertical crystallographic
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axis as pole and the vertical great circle through (010) as prime meridian.
For comparison are given the optical elements of Des Cloizeaux (1862)
and Berman, in Palache (1935), transformed to the new crystal setting.

Peacock:

6
X (colorless) -42o

I (colorless) 59
Z (colorless) 168

Des Cloizeaux:

Oprrcar Er,nunNrs or AxrNrrn

(Na) z(Na)

56" 1.6$l Negative
75 1.688f+0.002 2V:8r"
39 1.692) r1v weak

O p
x . .  . . . . . .  - 4 2 "  6 0 .
v . .  . . .  5 4  8 1
2 . . . . . . .  1 5 8  3 2

Berman: (Na)

n (red) n (blue)

1.6720 1.6850 Negative
1 .6779 1 .6918 2V:71"38 ' ( red)
1.6810 1.6954 71 49 (blue)

z(Na)

Negative
2 V : 7 4 "
r(a strong

Q p
X (yellow) -24" 55o 1 .6841
IZ (yellow) 79 72 I .692 | + 0 .001
Z (colorless) 180 42 1.696)

The three determinations agree sufficiently well to show that none con-
tains gross errors; and the differences are not greater than might be ex-
pected from real variations in different materials combined with ex-
pected experimental errors. On the whole the writer's determination
agrees more closely with that of Des Cloizeaux, which is to be expected
if, as seems probable, both were made on ferro-axinite. Berman's meas-
urements refer to a mangan-axinite from Franklin, N. J., in which a
sensibly different orientation is probable.

The symbols and arrangement used in presenting the optical data are those which the
writer has reached after studying the optics of several triclinic species and carefully con-
sidering the manner of presenting the results. In this arrangement the data are given in a
logical order which is also approximately the order in which they are found, using accepted
symbols: XYZ,thepincipal axes of the refractive index ellipsoid; the absorption iolors of
white Iight in these directions ; sp, the co-ordinate angles precisely defining the orientation
of ellipsoid axes with respect to the crystallographic axes, in this case for monochromatic
light (Na); z(Na), the special lengths of the ellipsoid axes (refractive indices) for mono-
chromatic light; and finally the dependent characters, optic sign and optic axial angle, and
the nature of the dispersion of the optic axes.

A consistent optical statement in the monoclinic system has been used by the author
(1936). In the orthorhombic system the corresponding statement is still simpler since the
principal axes of the optical ellipsoid coincide with the crystallographic axes.

Many mineralogists use a single symbol to express a principle axis of the optical ellip-
soid and its specific magnitude, the commonest symbols being ap.y for biaxial crystals and
oe for uniaxial crystals. Such compression of meaning may be justified when extreme
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economy of space is the object; but the writer finds it undesirable in principle and specially

unfortunate in the triclinic system where agy mean axial angles in the intimately related

field of geometrical crystallography. The suggested way of listing the refractive indices

avoids this difficulty. If one wishes to write the refractive indices separately the logical

symbols are nX, nY, nZ fot biaxial crystals, nO, nE for uniaxial, crystals, z for isotropic

crystals, as suggested by Dr. W. T. Scaller in a personal communication.

DBlrNrrrvo PnBSBNrlrroN ol rHE

Cnvsrar-rocRAPrrY or AxrNrrE

The crystallography of axinite in the normal setting is here presented

in a form which has been developed in the Harvard Mineralogical Labo-

ratory, approved by a number of interested mineralogists in this country

and abroad, and adopted in the preparation of crystallographic material

for a projected volume of crystallographic angle-tables and the new

edition of Dana's System of Mineralogy. The preparation of this state-

ment is largely the work of Professor Charles Palache, who undertook

the considerable labor of deriving the new geometrical elements, criti-

cally revising the form-Iist, and computing the co-ordinate and interfacial

angles.
The statement aims at combining the data required by single-circle

and two-circle crystallographers with those rdntgenographic data that

seem at the present time to have direct bearing on mineralogy as a branch

of natural history. The symbolism and contractions are for the most part

self-explanatory; those relating to the geometrical crystallography are

explained in full in a paper by the writer (1934). The angles apply to the

particular plane given by the Miller symbol in the form-list. The form-

letters are, as far as possible, the classical letters, only those for { 100},

{010} ,  {001} ,  {110} ,  {1T0},  being changed to o b c m M respect ive ly .

For the uncertain forms letters are omitted as superfluous' The statement

given is actually that planned for the projected Angle-Tables; in the

System the Iist of calculated angles will of necessity be reduced to save

space.

SOUA OI THE EXISTING SETTINGS OT AXINITE AND THE

UNpnnrvrxc PnrwcrprBs

Neumann QAZST.u The first geometrically correct presentation of the

morphology of axinite was given by Neumann (1825), soon after the ap-

pearance of his remarkable treatise (1823) proposing to use the gnomonic

projection in crystallography and co-ordinates in this projection as face-

symbols. In his axinite study, however, Neumann uses the stereographic
projection-also a novelty in crystallography at that time-and Weiss

n l{aiiy's determination of the primitive form of axinite contains errors which later

workers have been unable to resolve.
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AxrNrrBLHBAlrCa, (Mn, Fe) SinOre

Triclinic ; pinacoidal-T

aibic:O.7789i1:O.9763; a:91"51tr ' ,  g:98"04',  "y: 77"14,2
po:Qo i rn : | .2845:0 .9911:1 ;  I :89  55  ,  p :82  09  ,  v :102 38

?o ' :1 .2973,  qo ' :1 .0010;  ro l :0 .1418,  lo ' :0 .0016

FormsB

, 001
b 010
a 100
o i  130
.y 120
ln, 110
X 2IO
r 540
M lIO
K  9 . T 1 . 0
q 340
r  1 1 . T 6 . 0
H 230
p 350
t 120
h 130
z 072
j 03s
6: 034
L 045
r 017
r 021
d 031
a 061
e 0Il
L 021
z 041
u l0l
p 207
R 401
F IO4
I T03
II 205
J Io2
y T0l
t 201
6 112
n 117
h 22r

t ,!' II3
o TT2
Y TTI
V 1T2
* Ill

89"23',
0 0 0

102 38
24 58
36 23
60 28

12r 46+
130 35
r35 2s+
139 58+
141 58
r43 57+
144 39+
147 0l
1sl 01+
158 56
t5 46
13 15
10 40+
10 0l+
8 0 3
4 0 3
2 4 2
1 2 1

171 ss+
17s s6+
r77 58+
101 20
101 s7
102 08

-67 27+
-7r  03
-72 28+
-73 43
-7s 4s+
-76 36+

65 03+
62 5l
61 4s+

-r30 17
-126 01
-122 '29 '

129 35+
-4r 09

8004'
90 00
90 00
90 00
90 00
90 00
90 00
90 00
90 00
90 00
90 00
90 00
90 00
90 00
90 00
90 00
27 3s
sr M+
37 26+
39 10+
4s 2r+
63 32
7t s6+
80 33
45 16
63 30
75 59
ss 08+
69 54
79 22
r0 42+
16 30
20 55
27 06
49 13i
67 5 l
40 so+
J /  + l

71 46
20 10
31 16
53 07
45 09
5e 39+

82"09'
r02 38

0 0 0
77 40
66 16
42 10i
19 08+
27 57
s2 47i,
37 20+
39 20
41 19+
42 01+
M 2 3
48 23+
56 18
88 33
89 40+
er 11+
9t 39
93 15+
e7 40+
e9 2s+

10r 07+
7s 27
7s 06+
l 5  + l

34 53
20 06+
10 43

100 33
106 24
110 50
1r7 02+
139 12
1s7 so+
s8 59+
49 26
44 06

102 00
110 00+
r24 2r+
s0 48+

t3+ 07+

89055' 0"00'
0 0 0  8 9 5 5

102 38 82 09
24 s8 86 31+
36 22 85 09
60 27+ 82 s6+

r21 46+ 83 11+
130 3s 83 56+
13s 2s+ 84 24+
139 s8+ 84 53+
141 s8 85 06+
r43 s7+ 8s 20
144 39+ 85 2s
147 0r 85 4t+
151 01+ 86 11
158 56 87 1r+
63 34 26 2l
59 11+ 30 43+
53 19 36 36
51 32 38 23
45 12+ 4 42+
26 45 63 10
18 35 71 20
e 32+ 80 22+

ts4 42 44 47
lss 12+ 63 r7+
165 50 75 55
99 16+ 47 t6

r0r 12+ 52 02+
101 55 7t 26
85 55 t8 24
84 42+ 24 15
83 49+ 28 41+
82 40 34 53+
79 15+ 57 03
::19 37 75 4l+
74 06 33 15+
67 24 50 32+
6s 17+ 64 40

102 5s 26 5r+
107 46 38 06
t15 26+ 60 04
Ll6 52 39 16
49 28 65 04
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Axrtrre-HBAIrCar(Mn, Fe) SLOre (C oncl,ud.ed)

@7

Forms C

r o.t

183
zr5
132
2 t <

2Is
D d /

t2 l
414
323
4J+

2s2
T2r
T31
12r
73s
312
322
312
322
231
2tr
2Ir
23r

F

J

c

o
a

{)
@
o
W
s
L

q

0
X :

T
t
v
q
p

16 27
12 20+

-103 09i
29 39

-110  19
-101 30+
-29 29

39 18
-64 3r+
-49 43
-36  11
-s2 r0+
-26  lO
-r8 52+

-146 47
-97 03+

87 51
74 12+

-92 23+
-50 s3+

47 s9
-56 42

-100 14+
- r J J  J r i

63 rgi
69 t4
20 sL
s7 26i
33 22i
J J  J / i

57 09
6s 46+
5t 14
55 50
62 17+
64 39
68 s4+
73 57
64 01,
s8 40;
6s s4+
64 45
60 22+
66 r0+
I T  J J

70 4s+
67 37i
73 s9+

86 3s+
90 16+

108 24
7s 43+

rr7 29+
122 06+
124 r7i
6s s0+

1s9 28+
r37 07+
131 47
r29 s3+
r25 4l
r20 08+
108 25+
r43 s2+
29 43+
37 t8

r47 05+
144 58
s6 2s+

152 02
r48 25+
r2o 29+

31 01 6l 14
24 0r 67 38+
94 s4+ 28 26'
42 54 53 40

101 00+ 4r 03
96 40 43 s4
43 00+ 6r 18+
45 07 60 46
70 24' 58 33
57 39+ 62 04+
44 2s+ 67 09+
40 06 69 03
s3 20 72 r3i
24 35 76 36'

138 46 68 41
96 rr+ 66 41+
88 04 55 51
7s 4s 56 59+
92 04+ 68 26+
54 4s+ 72 28
49 s0+ 68 36+
s8 47 77 28+
99 28 75 35

133 12+ 79 27

Struclure cell': Ticlinic; ao:7.151, bo:9.184, co:8.935; a:91o52', 0:98o09',

t :77"19' ;  as:bs:6r :Q. l l$7: l :0.9729. Contains:  HzBzAlrCar(Mn, Fe)zSiaOgz.a

Habit:Obliquetabular {010} or {011}, rarely I111]; rarelycolumnar[001]. Common

fortns brMLsxay;bMoltenstr iated[001] ; rof tenstr iated[010] .Alsolamel lar ,massive,
granular.

Cl ,eaaage: {100} d ist inct ;  a lso {001},  {110},  1011} interrupted;  {010},  [ f01]  t races.6

I IJaiiy (Jotu. Mines,51 264, 1799).
2 Palache (1937), from previous measurements and new observations, in the orientation

of Peacock (1937). The adopted setting differs from that of Dana (System,1892) and

Goldschmidt (Winkel,tabellen, 1897 ; Atlas,1, 1913).
TransJormalions.' Dana to Palache-Peacock: f10/200/002; Goldschmidt to P.-P.:

T00/oTo/001.
3 Goldschmidt (1913), Flink (Ark. Kemi,6, lll, l9t7); Aminofi (Ark. Kemi',7r 45,

1919);Poitevin (Am.er.Mi.n.,4132, l9l9; Buttgenbach (Bull .Acad.Roy.Bel 'ge, l0'  141,
1924).

Uncertain: [210], {14.1.0}, {21.1.0}, 17201,|p40]1, [430], {970}, 112.13.0]1, {10.n.0},
{9 .m.0} ,  {15 .T7.0} ,  [780] ,  [450] ,  {9 .16 .0} ,  {1S.T7.0} ,  {290} ,  {1 . I3 .0 } ,  {1 . f8 .0 } ,  {1 . t6 .0 } ,
{1 .84 .0} ,  {0s8} ,  {0s6} ,  {0e1} ,  {05e} ,  [078] ,  {0 .27 .28} ,  {203} ,  l30r l ,  l22r l ,  {13 .46 .  11} ,

[641 ] .
a Peacock (1937), on a crystal from near Easton, Northampton Co., Penn. The struc-

ture cell of Gossner & Reichel (Centralb. Min.,1932,225) defines nearly the same lattice'
but its edges are not the three shortest identity periods in the lattice.

6 Dana (1892).
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symbols, which are the intercepts of the crystal planes on the direct
axes.

Using a simple reflecting goniometer, provided with an auxiliary de-
vice which appears to have been a peep-sight, Neumann measured the
following five interfacial angles on a typical crystal of axinite from the
Dauphiny. These angles, which are astonishingly close to the corre-
sponding calculated angles taken from Palache's new angle-table, were
used as the basis of calculation.

Ditr.
.)
C L2 2
i a,,
7 Lr 2
( I
J 2

Although the existence of oblique axial systems was clearly recognized
in Neumann's time, some crystallographers still followed Weiss in his
belief that all form systems could be referred to rectangular axes with
reasonable rational symbols. To demonstrate this in the case of axinite
Neumann assumed that the angle PM (89"55' Neumannl 6c:89"55'
Palache) is exactly a right-angle and denoted the sixteen known forms
of axinite with rational but complicated symbols on the orthorhombic
axes:

a:b:c:{51:t/+s:\,4.

The axial planes and parametral plane of Neumann and the present
writer are interrelated as follows:

Neumann
aY:739o29'
ur:149 26
ry:750 08 (29'52')
au:147 05 (32 55 )
tx:134 02

Palache

aY:139"72'
Mr:149 281
rY : 29 47i
oM: 32 47i
ar:134 07i

Neumann Peacock
-(100) -(720)
P(010) 6(010)
-(001) -(7.2.63)
- (111)  - (017)

and the determinantl2 for transforming Neumann's symbol for any plane
to the symbol which that plane receives in our lattice is:

Neumann to Peacock: 707 /292/0.0.63.

Neumann's symbols are, of course, intolerably complicated and his
choice of lattice is entirely unacceptable; but this ingenious tour ile Jorce
is of interest in showing the Principle of Least Anorthism, or Highest
Pseudo-Symmetry, in its earliest and most uncompromising form. Even

12 Derived in the simple Fedorov manner, as described by Barker (1930), and written
in Barker's convenient linear style. This and the following determinants give the strict
plane to plane transformations, not just form to form.

Peacock Neumann

o(100) a(920)
b(010) P(010)
c(001) M(lor)
n ( r l r )  n ( ro .5 .1 )
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when tempered with some regard for simplicity of indices this principle
has led to many crude settings. To-day one may rightly insist that a
multiple lattice with high pseudo-symmetry should never be taken in
preference to a simple lattice, unless the crystals habitually exhibit the
pseudo-symmetry of the multiple lattice.ls

LCay (1838)-Des Cloi.zeaun (1862): Des Cloizeaux (1862) adopted the
setting of L/vy whose numerous excellent drawings of axinite have estab-
lished the familiar and most satisfactory aspect of the crystals. Des
Cloizeaux took three of the most important (common and large) crystal
faces as the faces of his primitive form, nameiy ! m trtn which are re-
spectively our r(011), b(010), M'(lI0), his axial planes and parametral
plane having the following symbols in our lattice:

Des Cloizeaux

h' (too)
g' (010)
? (001)
-  (111)

Des Cloizeaux to Peacock: T70/2O1/O0l

Des Cloizeaux' vertical axis is thus the same as ours, but his elementary
lattice cell is highly oblique and his parametral plane is not among the
known forms of axinite. ft is not surprising therefore that Des Cloizeaux'
symbols are systematically more complicated than the simplest that can
be found.

The practice of taking the most prominent planes in the vertical zone
as "prisms" rather than as t'pinacoids" has a sound basis in the higher
symmetries when the lattices are appropriately centered; but in the tri-
clinic system this procedure generally leads to a double (base-centered)
cell and systematic complication of the indices. E. S. Dana (X892) often
worked on this principle, as may be seen from his settings of rhodonite,
babingtonite and aenigmatite, in each of which elements corresponding
to those of the smallest cell of the structure lattice are obtained when
Dana's unit "prisms" are taken as the vertical axial planes.

Miller (1852): Miller's writings are noteworthy for their brevity and
elegance, admired and successfully emulated by Dana (1892). His pres-
entation of the crystalllography of axinite is a model of clarity and con-
densation. Whether guided by the Principle of Simplest Indices, or sim-

13 In this connection see the author (1936).
ra It wiII be remembered that the vertical faces of the "forme primitive" of the early

French School are the vertical diagonal planes of the conventional lattice cell, and. tice

aersa; furthetmore L6vy's axes, Iike Miller's, read right-front-up, in the opposite order

to that generally used today.

Peacock

t' (I2o)
o' G00)
r (011)
- (23r)
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ply by a sense of propriety, we cannot tell; but the fact is that Miller
chose as his primitive parallelepiped the same cell that we have found
from morphological and structural study, with the same edge set vertical.
That our orientation of this cell about the vertical axis is difierent from
Miller's is of no consequence in the present connectionl that is merely
a matter of convention which might well have been waived in the
present case, were it not for the fact that Miller's indices could not in
any case be retained unchanged since they refer to a left-handed axial
system. Below are given the equivalent planes in Miller's lattice and in
ours, and the transformation determinant, Miller's order of indices being
retained.

Miller

u (100)
p (0r0)
m (00r)
* (rrr)

Peacock

a' (100)
6 (010)
c (001)
r (II\

Peacock

s (T21)
u' (10f)
v (TI1)
r (201)

Miller to Peacock: 100/010/001

With Miller's satisfying presentation available, giving the simplest
possible indices to the crystal planes then known and subsequently found
and the most desirable aspect to the crystals, it is a matter of surprise
and regret that the crystallography of axinite should have been later
complicated by numerous re-orientations, the reasons for which now
seem totally inadequate.

Vom Rath (1866): In his monographic study of the morphology of
axinite-a fine example of the master's incomparable skill in crystal
measurement and drawing-vom Rath (1866) described axinite crystals
from many localities, using Quenstedt's linear projection and Weiss
symbols in his geometrical treatment. After reviewing the previous orien-
tations of axinite and.discoursing on the wide range of choice of elements
in the triclinic system, vom Rath indicates that one should reduce the
choice by seeking a subrectangular axial system among the zone-edges
made by the intersections of observed crystal planes. Vom Rath's choice,
according to this limitation, is expressed as follows:

Vom Rath

s (100)
D (010)
r (001)
- ( 1 1 1 )

Vom Rath to Peacock: Tn/2O2/lT2

Wbile the guiding principle indicated by vom Rath is a useful one, it
was poorly applied in the present case. Actually vom Rath's axes are on
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the whole more inclined than ours; and since they are defined by the

intersections of planes with relatively complicated indices in the struc-

ture lattice, the tenor of vom Rath's face symbols is more complex than

that of most of the previous and subsequent settings. This has been no-

ticed by several later workers and vom Rath himself seems to have re-

gretted his choice of elements as the work progressed; but by then he was

too deeply involved in his elaborate calculations and drawings to under-

take a change.
The infelicity of vom Rath's orientation is already apparent in the

attitude of his drawings, of which twenty-eight complicated but clear

examples are reproduced on a single plate measuring ll by 14 inches.

One is struck at once by the absence of a prominent vertical zone and the

large development of zones whose axes are inclined to the crystal axes.

Apart from the inelegance and practical inconvenience of a feeble ver-

tical zone, such a condition points to a false choice of vertical axis, since

the axial zones of a normally developed triclinic crystal are usually the

strongest on the crystal, the strongest of all being best taken as the ver-

tical zone to ensure that the vertical axis is an edge of the smallest cell

of the structure lattice.
Schrauf (1570): Schrauf's avowed morphological procedure was to

choose as symmetrical a setting as possible, and at the same time bring

out morphological analogies which seemed to exist between different

species. In the case of axinite, after reviewing the eight existing orienta-

tions and stating that he would gladly refrain from proposing another

setting, were it not for the fact that a better one was to be found, Schrauf
proceeds to a new choice of elemen,ts which purports to g,ive axinite a

desirable pseudo-monoclinic aspect, to exhibit a morphological and op-

tical analogy with sphene, and to result in a simplification of indices.

In this attempt Schrauf is singularly unsuccessful. In his setting the
forms of axinite are less markedly pseudo-monoclinic than they are in

ours; the angles which he tabulates as comparable in axinite and sphene

differ by 6" to 23" while the optical analogy is vague; and his indices,
certainly simpler than the unhappy symbols of vom Rath, are notably
more complicated than those of Miller, which he also gives for com-
parison. The correlation and transformation of Schrauf's symbols are
given by the following: 

- :.

Schrauf

o (100)
b (010)

Peacock

y' (101)
z (101)
b' (oTo)
M (rTo)

c (001)
u (rrr)

Schrauf to Peacock: 110/0@/n0
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schrauf's own transformation formulas relating his setting to those of
Miller, Des Clcizeaux and vom Rath, are all in error in that the signs
should be reversed throughout; and all later writers have repeated this
error. This has far-reaching efiects in Hintze, who used Schrauf 's setting
as the basis of his presentatjon and correlation. Schrauf's beautiful draw-
ings representing fully developed crystals from several localities all lack
prominent vertical edges; this mars the appearance of the figures and
points to the poor choice of vertical axes.

On the ill-considered use of the principle of highest pseudo-symmetry
we have spoken in this paper and elsewhere (author, 1936); even greater
crudities have been committed in the name of morphological analogy or
homeomorphism. Before the means were available for determining ab-
solute lattice parameters it was reasonable to assume that isogeometrical
crystals are related; and in many cases this presumption has been bril-
liantly confirmed by *-ray study, the species believed to be related prov-
ing to be isodimensional or isostructural.ls Such confirmation of pre-
sumed structural similarity and systematic relationship has followed in
cases of chemically similar species with similar naturally chosen lattices,
usually accompanied with similarities of habit and cleavage. But when
geometrical similarities have been forced by taking lattices which result
in relatively complicated indices for one or both of the species, admitting
gross differences in axial lengths and angles and difierences of lattice
symmetry, and ignoring important differences of cleavage, habit and
chemical constitution, the imagined systematic relationship has found
no confirmation in the absolute dimensions of the structure lattices and
the arrangement of the cell contents. Frazier,s setting of axinite (1392),
intended to bring out geometrical and systematic similarity with the
pseudo-orthorhombic monoclinic species datolite, is another case in
point. Considerations of morphological analogy should be allowed to
influence only the arbitrary factors in choosing elements, namely those
which control the orientation of the properly chosen lattice cells; and
such analogies can hardly be expected to have systematic significance
except when accompanied by chemical and physical similarities.

Gold.schmidt (1886): In tbe Ind.er (1886) Goldschmidt founded his
setting of axinite on that of Miller, in which the symbol series approach
normal complication series most closely. His position of the lattice cell,
however, is difierent from Miller's and ours.

rE Isogeometricaldescribescrystalspecieswhoseformscanbereferredtolikemorpholog-
ical lattices. I sod.imensional' (with like absolute lattice elements) may also be a useful term,
as distinct from isostrucluraL (with like structures), to describe the similarity between such
species as rhodonite and babingtonite, which have like structural lattices, but can hardly
be isostructural in view of their unlike chemical compositions. fsogeometrical, isodimen-
sional and isostructural species are all homeomorphous.
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Goldschmidt (1886)

M (100)
rn (010)
c (001)
r  ( 1 1 1 )

Goldschmidt (1897)
M (100)
c (010)
m (00r)
Y (rrr)

SOCIETY OF AMEKICA

Peacock

a' (r00)
c (001)
b (010)
r (IIr)

Peacock

a' (100)
b, (o1o)
c (001)
r (II1)

Peacock

t' (120)
a' (f00)
c (001)
r (Irr)
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Goldschmidt (1886) to Peacock: T00/001/010

Goldschmidt thus turned Miller's lattice cell so that Miller's vertical
axis, which is the axis of the main zone, became the athwart axis and
the weakest axial zone became the vertical zone. In thus resetting axinite
Goldschmidt followed a peculiar principle which ignored tradition, ap-
pearance and convenience and aroused much opposition; this was to
set the weakest axial zone of a crystal vertical, thus bringing as many as
possible of the gnomonic face-poles into finite positions on the gnomonic
projection where their serial relations could be most easily viewed and
discussed.

In the Winkeltobellen (1897) Goldschmidt recognized the objection to
many of his settings in the Ind.er, and reverted to classical orientations
which he retained in the Arlas (1913-1924).In the case of axinite he
again took Miller's lattice cell and set it in yet another position which
agrees with ours when the crystal is turned 180" about the vertical axis.

Goldschmidt (1897) to Peacock: 100/010/001

In transforming the elements Goldschmidt unfortunately gave values
for the axial angles ot and y which are the supplements of the true values;
the incorrect angles have been copied by other writers.

Dana (1892): Dana was usually fortunate in his choice of orientations;
but in the case of axinite he adopted Naumann's position, giving a cell
which is more oblique and indices more complicated than those of Miller.

Dana

a (100)
D (010)
c (001)
r  ( 1 1 1 )

Dana to Peacock: Tm/2001002

Fried.el, (1926): The last setting of axinite we need consider is that of
Friedel (1926), the most consistent and persuasive exponent of the Law
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of Bravais. As Friedel does not discuss his orientation we cannot be sure
that he found the unique lattice cell which gives the best correspondence
between the relative importance of the forms and their reticular densi-
ties, a very laborious process in the triclinic system if the reticular densi-
ties are calculated from the elements. It is certain, however, that Friedel's
orientation is intended to express the Law of Bravias, at least in first
approximation. His cell is highly oblique and his indices are not simple,
a condition which Friedel regarded as less significant than good expres-
sion of the Law of Bravais.

Friedel

h' (100)
g' (010)

2 (001)
-  ( 1 1 1 )

Peacock

b (010)
M',(I10)
r (0rr)
i (13r)

Friedel to Peacock: 0l0/t1l/001

Further orientations of axinite are those of Haiiy (1822), Mohs-
Haidinger (1825), Rose (1843), Hessenberg (1873), Frazier (1382),
Franck (1893), and Gossner and Reichel (1932); but since these settings
illustrate no principle other than those already considered they need
not be discussed in detail. The selected orientations, all by eminent crys-
tallographers of the past, illustrate the more important principles which
have guided morphologists in choosing triclinic elements. If we use the
normal setting, in our sense, as the criterion, then the Principle of
Simplest Indices stands out as the most successful morphological princi-
ple, although it must be recognized that this principle is less useful in
directly finding the desired elements than in choosing between several
possible orientations. In this case also the Law of Complication leads to
the proper result. On the other hand, the Law of Bravais, which often
indicates the proper solution, fails to give a satisfactory setting for
axinite. The Principle of Least Anorthism in its extreme Iorm is unsuc-
cessful and the Principle of Highest Pseudo-Symmetry likewise fails,
since the structure lattice of axinite possesses no simple multiple lattice
with pronounced pseudo-symmetry. Attempts to exhibit morphological
analogies between axinite and other species have miscarried; and settings
in which a weak zone is taken as an axial zone have proved unfortunate.
Since the repor ted c leavages in normal  set t ing are {100} ,  {001} ,  {110} ,
{011} ,  {010} ,  {101} ,  the Pr inc ip le of  Simplest  Cleavages would lead in
this case to normal elements; but none of the previous authors appears to
have been guided exclusively by this principle. In another case the score
would undoubtedly be different in detail, with the Principle of Simplest
Indices still leading as the most reliable of the older methods oI choosing
between alternative settings.
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The proposed setting of axinite, based on the smallest structure cell,

fulfils all reasonable morphological requirements. The cleavages have

the simplest possible indices; the face-symbols are likewise the simplest

that can be obtained; the crystal axes approach rectangularity and the

lattice cell tend.s to orthorhombic pseudo-symmetry as closely as is

consistent with simplest indices; and the lattice cell is oriented according

to existing morphological conventions. The normal setting is therefore

the proper setting of axinite. The fact that there is little correspondence

between the relative importance of the forms and their relative reticular

densities is no argument against the normal setting, especially since no

lattice will give the desired agreement. The case is one in which the Law

of Bravais is inadequate, and I feel sure that both Friedel and Ungemach

would have freely admitted this and accepted the normal setting with

the structural evidence before them.

Conversely, if we accept the normal setting of axinite as the proper

setting, the fulfillment of most of the usual morphological requirements

indicates that the principles which underlie them are true, and suggests

that these principles should therefore give the normal setting. But, as

we have seen, these principles have led to a dozen difierent orientations,

which show in the most convincing manner that the old rules are but

partial truths leading to a variety of results according to the particular

compromise struck between their variously conflicting terms.

Is the normal setting equally appropriate to triclinic species in general?

A number of well-developed triclinic species have been examined with

this question in mind, in each case an unprejudiced determination of the

normal elements from the gnomonic projection of the observed forms

being compared with the elements of the structural cell, if known- In

two cases, copiapite and rosenbuschite, for which the lattice determina-

tions were lacking, rigorous determinations were made with the Weissen-

berg r-ray goniometer. Some of the details of these studies may be given

another time; suffice it here to say that the following species were ex-

amined: wollastonite, pectolite, schizolite, vogtite, rosenbuschite, rho-

donite, babingtonite, aenigmatite, cyanite, chalcanthite, copiapite and

plagioclase feldspar. In all but one, namely plagioclase, the smallest

cell of the structure Iattice proves to be eminently suitable for morpho-

logical purposes, and this cell was easily found, as in the case of axinite,

by simple inspection of the gnomonic projection of the known forms.

In the case of plagioclase the classical morphological lattice, which prop-

erly exhibits the marked monoclinic pseudo-symmetry of the species,

corresponds to a base-centered, therefore double structural cell. In rosen-

buschite the external forms are not sufficient to determine a lattice. The

615
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morphology of three further triclinic species, roemerite, quenstedtite and
anapaite also clearly shows the structural lattice, but lattice determina-
tions for these species are still lacking.

The cases examined constitute a large proportion of the known tri-
clinic minerals occurring in well-developed crystals, a number sufficient
to warrant the conclusion that the normal setting, based on the smallest
structure cell, is the proper setting for triclinic crystals except when well-
marked pseudo-symmetry of habit points definitely to a simple multiple
Iattice of the structure lattice as the better morphological framework.

All that has been said in the generar case of the triclinic system applies
with appropriate simplifications in the higher symmetries, in which the
addition of symmetry elements progressively reduces the number of

tinguishing the structural lattice in the majority of cases in the gnomonic
projection of the external crvstal planes.

S,rrro*n

respond to those of the simple lattice cell defined by the three shortest
non-coplanar identity periods in the structural lattice; and the orienta-
tion is the unique conventional one in which c[001] is the 

-axis 
of the main

zone of the crystal or an axis of dimetric pseudo-symmetry, a and B are
both obtuse, and D[010] is longer than o[100].

gnomonic projection points without systematic omissions. A direct deter-
mination of the normal elements, based on a rigorous rcintgenographic
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study, gave a result comparable to that obtained by the morphological

method.
Eight of the existing settings of axinite are described and discussed

and related to the new setting; only Miller, and after him, Victor Gold-

schmidt, took settings corresponding to the simple structural cell with

the shortest edges.
A definitive presentation of the crystallography of axinite in the new

setting is given by Palache, in a considered form which strives to meet

the requirements of single-circle and two circle goniometry and introduces

essential cc-ray data.
A determination of the optical orientation of axinite agrees with pub-

lished orientations. But an examination of the existing structure elements
shows that they do not, as purported, define the cell with the shortest

edges; the published cell-formula is also unacceptable.
It was found that the structural lattice could be discerned in the

gnomonic projections of the known forms of twelve further triclinic

species, and that in each case except plagioclase, the normal setting is

eminently suitable for morphological description. It appears, therefore,

that this setting is the proper setting for triclinic crystals, except, as in

plagioclase, when well-marked pseudo-symmetry of habit demands a

simple multiple Iattice of the structural lattice.
The following constants were measured on a crystal of axinite from

near Easton, Pennsylvania:

Elements of the structural lattice in normal setting:

ao :7 .151 A,  bo :9 .194 A,  c6 :g .935 A;  a :91"52 ' ,0 :98o09 ' ,  t :77oL9 '
as: b s: b n: Q.J J g7 : 1 :0.97 29 ;

Elements of the morphological lattice of axinite (Palache):
a i  b i  c :  0.7 7 89 i  |  :0.97 63 ; a:9l"Sl| ' ,  9:98o04', t  :  77"14'

The unit cell containing H2B2AlaCal(Mn, Fe)zSiaOaz, with Mn: Fe, has the calculated
density 3.316.

Optical elements (Na):

617

6
x -42"
Y 5 9
z 168

p

56"
/ J

39

1 . 6 $ l
1 . 6 8 8 f i 0 . 0 0 2
1 . 6 s 2 )

Negative
2V:81"
r(a, weak
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APPENDIX: TRANSFORMATION OF CO-ORDINATES

J. D. H. DoNNav, Johns Hophins Uniaersity, Baltimore, Maryland,.

The following table of transformations enables one to pass Irom any

setting to any other setting. It gives the face-to-face transformation
(some authors only give the form-to-form transformation). The com-
plete transformation formulae to pass from the face symbol (hkl) in the

"old" setting to the face symbol (pqr) in the "new" setting arel

P : u  h l v  k * w  I
4 : t ' h l v ' h * w ' I
r : o " h * v " k * w " l

Only the coemcients need be known; they are given in matrix form in

the table:
f .t n * l

| ;i,;i,;i, I
In a text it is preferable to use the form proposed by T. V. Barker:

u  v  w / u t v ' w ' / u t t v t t w t l

Such a tabular arrangement as is presented here is compact, typo-

graphically more elegant than one giving the complete formulae. The

rows and columns of the transformation matrix have known meanings:

the rows [u v  w] ,  [u 'v 'w ' ] ,  lu"  u"  w"] ,  represent  the "new" axes in  the

"old"  notat ion;  the columns (u u 'u") ,  (v  v 'v") ,  (w w'w") ,  represent

the "old" axial planes in the "new" notation. The tabular arrangement
(in the form of a matrix of matrices) lends itself to matrix calculations,
affording convenient verifications.

Multiplication of Matrices. If the matrix "Rath to Mohs" is multiplied

by the matrix "Mohs to Peacock" the resulting matrix gives the trans-

formation "Rath to Peacock." The rule may be recalled here: in the result-

ing matrix the element that lies at the intersection of the zth column

and the mth row is obtained by multiplying each element of the rzth

column in the first matrix by the corresponding element of the azth row

in the second matrix and adding the three products. Matrix multiplica-

tion, in general, is not commutative.

Example:
Mohs)' (Mohs to Peacock) : (Rath to Peacock)

.0+3.0+1.2  1 .0+I .0+1.2  4 .o+0.0+2.2

. 1 + 3 . 1 + 1 . 0  1 . 1 + T . 1 + 1 . 0  4 . 1 + 0 . 1 + 2 . o

. T + 3 . 1 + 1 . 0  1 . I + L 1 + 1 . 0  4 . 1 + 0 . 1 + 2 . 0

I r ra l
l3 ro l
l r r 2  )

I rrzl
:  I 2o2 l

l 1T2J
(21
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Neumann
1825

100
010
001

2 . 9 . 6 5
2 . 9  6 1
7  . 0 . 7

2 . 9 . 2
7  . 0 . 7
0 .0  . 63

2 .9 .65
16 .9 .7e
o .0 .126

| . 6 . 2 2
7.0.5-6
J . n - z +

7 .0.74
7 . 0 . 5 6
2 . 9 . 2

2 . e . 2
7  .0 .56
7  .0 .70

Hausmann 1847
Mohs 1824
Zippe 7839

T . 1 . I 8
774
110

100
010
001

110
oo2
110

100
T02
110

r32
336
202

1T2
112
TIO

110
rI2
112

Miller (hhl)*
1852

091
720
001

107
101
010

100
010
001

10r
12r
002

211
033
1 1 1

01I
0T1
100

100
017
011

L6qr 1838 Des
Cloizeaux 18.62

9 . 9 . 1
1 6 . 2  . 7
0 . 0 . 1

200
202
1 1 0

201
1 1 0
001

100
010
001

J  t . )

.).)t

r10

l l l
II1
20I

201
1 1 7
1 1 1

vom Rath
1866

8 I0.16
r c .2 'm
1  . I . 2

114
310
t12

202
112
1t2

r14
1 1 8
)rt

100
010
001

102
010
T01

107
010
r02

Schrauf
1870

8 . 1 0 . 0
2 .2 .T4
1 . 1 . 0

1I2
t12
110

oo2
TTO
r10

112
312
220

t02
030
I01

100
010
001

007
010
100

Hessenberg
1873

0 . m . 8
1 4 . 2 . 2
0 . T . 1

211
2Ir
011

200
0 1 1
011

217
213
o22

20t
030
101

00r
0I0
100

100
010
001

Fraziet
1882

0 . 9 . 4
1 4 . 2 . O
0 . 0 . 4

204
20+
010

200
010
004

102
I12
004

414
0 . 3 . 1 2

214

0T'{
014
200

200
o14
014

V. Goldschmidt
1886

910
207
010

011
011
100

001
100
010

011
21I
020

r12
330
1 1 1

I10
1 1 0
001

001
1T0
1 1 0

Dana
1892

9 . 9 . 2
16 .2 .O
0 . 0 . 2

202
202
110

200
1 1 0
002

101
0 1 1
002

512
336
l t2

712
t t2
200

200
112
t12

V. Goldschmidt
1897-1913

901
270
001

0n
0I1
100

0I0
100
001

011
211
002

t2 l
303
1 1 1

10I
101
010

010
101
101

Friedel
1926

091
797
001

1 1 0
112
010

111
010
001

110
T10
002

233
033
100

01I
011
lTI

1 1 1
017
0 1 1

Gossner-Reichel
1932

091
790
001

1 1 1
1 1 1
010

110
010
001

1 1 7
1 1 1
002

231
033-
10r

017
0I1
110

110
01r
0 1 1

Peacock
1937

901
270
001

017
011
100

010
100
001

01r
211
002

12l
303
1T1

107
101
0r0

010
10I
101
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Neumann
1825

. 9 o
N €
c d @

€ -
a @' o €

6 i

t

A;i i = r
rl oO

@ . a

X N
' N H sxca

i i i

4 . t8 .4
28 .0 .28
0 . 0 . 6 3

I  V -  t

0 .0 .63
2 . 9  . 2

2 . 9  . 2
1 6  9 . 1 6
0 . 0 . 6 3

7  . o . 7
2 . 9 . 2
0 .0 .63

9 .9 .72
7  . 0 . 7
0 .0 .63

9 . 9 . 9
7  . o . 7
0 .0 .63

7  . O . 7
2 . 9 . 2
0 .0 .63

Hausmann 1847
Mohs 1824
Zippe 1839

220
008
T10

002
110
110

110
114
r10

002
TTO
110

202
002
T10

t12
002
110

002
110
I10

\{iller (frlzl)*
1852

200
040
001

010
001
100

100
I20
001

010
100
001

111
010
001

1T0
010
001

0T0
100
001

L6vy 1838
Des Cloizeaux 1862

402
440
001

110
001
201

201
027
001

110
201
001

110
110
001

111
110
001

1I0
201
001

vom Rath
1866

404
M8
r12

r12
l 12
202

202
026
t12

t t2
202
1I2

006
l 1 2
r12

IT4
112
r12

TN
202
rT2

Schrauf
1870

004
440
T10

n0
T10
002

002
222
110

T10
002
T10

202
110
I10

t t2
1r0
T10

110
002
110

Hessenberg
I873

400
044
0T1

0 1 1
011
200

200
122
011

011
200
011

202
011
0T1

211
011
0T1

OII
200
011

Frazier
1882

100
010
001

010
004
200

100
T10
002

010
200
004

n77

010
004

2m
010
004

0T0
200
004

V. Goldschmidt
1886

002
400
010

100
010
001

001
20I
010

100
001
010

IT1
100
010

T01
100
010

100
001
010

Dana
1892

200
220
001

110
002
200

100
010
001

110
200
oo2

I T 2
110
002

110
110
002

IIO
200
002

V. Goldschmidt
1897-1913

o20
400
001

100
001
0T0

0I0
2t0
001

100
010
001

1 1 1
100
001

1T0
100
001

T00
0T0
001

Friedel
t926

222
040
001

010
001
1 1 1

1 1 1
11I
001

010
m
001

100
010
001

101
010
001

0I0
lrl
001

Gossner-Reichel
1932

220
040
001

010
001
110

110
110
001

010
TTO
001

101
010
001

100
010
001

0T0
110
001

Peacock
1937

020
400
001

100
001
010

010
zT0
001

100
0T0
001

1 1 1
100
001

110
100
001

100
010
001
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Remark. The product of any transformation matrix (say "Rath to
Peacock") by the matrix of its inverse transformation ("Peacock to
Rath") gives the unit matrix E, symbol of the identical transformation:

fnzl frzrl Iroo]
12021 ' 13031 : 10101 :E
lr12) lTrlj l.001J

fnt:erse Motri.r. Any transformation being given (say "Rath to Pea-
cock") the matrix of the inverse transformation ("Peacock to Rath")
is the inverse matrix. The rule may be recalled here: any element Bij of
the inverse matrix B is given by the value of the co-factor of the element
A5i which, in the direct matrix A, is symmetrical of Aii with respect to
the main diagonal (upper left-lower right).

Examole:
(Rath to Peacock)

Matrix calculations are of great value to crystallography. Although
their use has been advocated by various authors they have not received
the recognition they deserve. The purpose of this appendix is to show
their simplicity and illustrate their usefulness.

(Peacock to Rath)

(rzr]1
B : l3o3 l

l r r lJ




